1. Which sessions or presentations did you find most interesting or useful, and why?

- I found the keynote session from Dr Tobin (Wisconsin) most interesting, as I have started reviewing UDL principles and how they could apply to the tertiary sector.
- I really enjoyed the Prof Thomas Tobin keynote address - engaging, interesting and giving a new perspective on access.
- Keynote: How to Talk to Colleagues about Universal Design for Learning Dr Thomas Tobin & The VET Disability Practitioner: Then, now and what the future holds Brandon Taylor - both presentations excellent standard, had a supportive realism re practicalities for DLOs.
- Keynotes by Tom Tobin and Helen Cooke and panels facilitated by Paul Harpur and Graeme Innes, as well as Brandon Taylor’s presentation on what the future holds. These were all well prepared, professionally delivered and very engaging.
- The main keynote on first day. Very very helpful and informative.
- The welcome keynote by Dr Thomas Tobin, his perspectives on UDL and the way he engaged in the presentation was very inclusive with practical solutions.
- There were so many particularly - how to talk to colleagues about universal design - loved the plus 1 component.